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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL 
Markets + Transmission Availability Design Team 

Markets+ Market Products and Price Formation Design Team 
March 29-30, 2022  

In Person and Web Conference 
 

MARCH 29-30 MEETING NOTES 

Action items: 

1. Educate on  SPP’s current RUC Process 
2. Provide congestion rent scenarios to explain: 

a. Who pays congestion rent 
b. How it’s paid 
c. How it’s distributed 
d. How uplift will be determined and distributed 

3. Provide import, export and wheel through examples 
4. Provide day-ahead timeline draft 
5. Collect ATRR data to determine magnitude of incremental ATRR to be recovered  
6. Provide glossary of acronyms 
7. RA link back to WRAP must offer.  Separate topic of discussion for future meeting. 

TADT Session 1 - Flow-based operations in a path based world 

The session began with a recap of principles the design team developed to guide the 
transmission effort. 

• Maximize transmission available for market use  
• Honor existing OATT rights (value, priority, use)  
• Transmission service provider maintains planning and ATRR determination responsibilities  
• Minimize cost shifts and free-ridership  
• Make it simple, incent maximum participation  

 

Team discussed two options for Markets+ ATRR recovery.  A transmission charge based on NEL 
could be applied, or a charge could be assessed to the market via an uplift instrument.  Further 
discussion and examples will be provided in subsequent TADT meetings. 

Group discussed how flow-based market operations can co-exist with a path-based transmission 
management.  Conversion from MOD-029 to MOD-030 will not be required for the market to 
utilize a flow-based solution.  Market flexibility will include the ability for individual TSPs to 
move to MOD-030 on their own schedules without affecting market operation.  Team agreed 
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that flow-based market operations in the day-ahead and real-time is both possible and required 
to maximize participant benefits from Markets+. 

Group discussed the general premise that all available transmission is made available for market 
use, with the ability to set aside transmission as deemed necessary by individual market 
participants leveraging their OATT rights.  Consensus to pursue the in by default approach was 
established with details to be drawn out in future meetings. 

Markets+ Market Products and Price Formation Design Session 1 – Understanding 
Markets 

The session began with a recap of market principles. The group discussed market timelines and 
then reviewed different components of the market. The group reviewed how the Integrated 
Marketplace is set up in the East/RTO including Multiday Reliability Assessment, Day-Ahead 
SCED/SCUC and Real Time Markets. The group discussed how SPP currently Manages 
Congestion in Real Time. The group reviewed the Day-Ahead market timeframes. The group 
then reviewed the different products that could be offered in the Day-Ahead market. These 
products include Energy and Flexibly products. The product interval period for Settlements in 
the DAMKT was an hour and in Real-Time was on a 5 minute basis per Operating Day. Since SPP 
would be committing units in the Day-Ahead Market, there would be Make Whole Payments.  

The group will need to continue their discussions on losses and virtuals participation in the Day-
Ahead Market.  

 

Transmission Availability and Market Products Joint Session – Base Schedules 

The teams engaged in discussion to build better understanding of Base Scheduling as well as 
tools that SPP has today that might facilitate the need.   

Use cases need to be developed to provide more specific scenarios for analysis. 

Base schedules are not self-schedules intended to provide full market carve outs.  

Base schedules are a tool to develop a record of a transaction providing an energy and capacity 
accounting mechanism and can be used to satisfy GHG accounting, statutory delivery 
obligations, RA obligations, etc. 

The teams determined that for now, capturing the key characteristics of base schedules were 
more important than a detailed design.  The data artifact can be determined later. 

 Even though there may be overlap with a tag, tags should not be required. 

A summary of base schedule characteristics: 
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1. Record of transaction from gen to load  
2. Not necessarily a self-schedule or fixed bid 
4. Happens before the DAMKT  
5. Although there may be overlap between concepts, not directly related to congestion rents or 
management  
6. Underlying TSR(s) necessary to demonstrate deliverability 
 
Transmission Availability and Market Products Joint Session – Congestion Rents 

Discussion surrounding how network rights would be calculated.  Based on offer or actual 
resource dispatch?   Hedge could be based on transmission service requests and priority 6NN 
and 7F, 7FN only.   

Congestion would be calculated from designated network resource to load.  Would be exposed 
to congestion beyond this, but won’t be worse off because solution would not allow it.  Support 
for basing congestion allocation on physical transmission rights. 

Network rights should be limited to 103% (or an agreed upon value) of load.  Point to point can 
be based on transmission service reservation capacity. 

Consider a daily congestion allocation vs. longer term (monthly or beyond). 

Direction allocation of congestion vs. auction.  Concerns with running auction on system when 
the market operator does not have functional control of transmission under a single tariff.  
Request to not take tradeable congestion instrument off the table too quickly until we have 
considered it further. 

Congestion Rights Uplift will be used to balance any congestion shortfall or over-collection. 

Full Joint Session - Seams 

FERC will require a Joint Operating Agreement between two organized markets.  We will engage 
with CAISO as a peer and will negotiate a market-to-market agreement that is beneficial to our 
market participants and to overall market operation.   

Explain how a second market operator’s pricing determines the flow of energy.  With multiple 
markets and with the appropriate price formation, energy flows from the market with lower 
prices to the market with higher prices. Markets+ would formulate the value of energy on the 
market seam(s) such that desired market activity is incentivized.. 

How does SPP envision transmission planning across seams would work in Markets+ if they are 
not the TP or Tariff Administrator for all the participants?  Markets+ will provide transparency 
and detailed information that could be used for interregional transmission planning.  However, 
current transmission providers will retain the role. 
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How does SPP ensure its model is coordinated with the MISO model, etc.?  SPP coordinates 
models in the east and the west with neighboring RCs.  There is one common model in the west, 
but the east is so large SPP only has a portion of the east modeled.   

The current market-to-market agreement between SPP and MISO ensures centers around 
congestion management and emergency energy assistance. When there is congestion on a 
market coordinated transmission constraint, whoever has the lower price solves the congestion.  
The monitoring RTO activates to the physical limit while the non-monitoring RTO can provide 
the requested relief. Settlement of this transfer is based on the ability of either RTOs to relieve 
congestion and are dependent on an allocated and pre-determine Firm Transmission Limit 
allocation. 
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